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easily from the bone-ash of the cupel, and has a brilliant steely surface. The effect of the presence of other metals is discussed on p. 507.
Temperature.—The exact temperature suitable for cupellation can only be ascertained by practice, and the varying light of the da}- may occasion, error in judging the degree of heat. The remarks on temperature in the cupellation of buttons from ores (p. 505) apply here. Care should be taken to ensure that the heat is so high before " charging in " that the chilling which necessarily takes place during this operation shall not cool the mufile below the requisite temperature. It is of more consequence that the muffle should be uniformly hot throughout than that any absolute degree should be attained, as the checks used eliminate uniform errors due to high temperature.
The temperature of an assay muffle was measured by J. Prinsep, Assay Master of the Mint at Benares, by observing differences in the behaviour of a number of silver-gold and gold-platinum alloys when heated.1 He " made trials in different parts of the same (muffle) furnace. The disparity of heat," he remarks, ^ is greater than might be supposed." His results were as follows:—
Maximum Alloy         Corresponding Melted.               Temporal uru.-
Front of muffle,    .        .        .        pure silver.                 960°.
•ii/r-111                  /             \              f silver, 70.      }         ., /k0rJ
Middle     „        (average),      .    | ^ ' ,R      |        1,025.
T>    i                    /             \              f silver, 50.       i         , M<~
Back        „         (     „      ),      .     | gold,   5(l      j        UM;j .
In 1892, the temperature of a coke-heated muffle at the Royal .Mint was measured by the author by means of the Le Chatelier pyrometer/1 The muffle was 15 inches long and 61- inches wide, and it was found that the temperature gradually rose from about 1,050'' to 1,080' in passing from front to back, whilst along the sides the temperature was 1 or 2" higher than in the middle line. The mean temperature of the muflic was about 1,070°. With gas furnaces and the present: arrangements of the mufile the variation in temperature is much less according to recent, measurements,
4. Preparation of the Assay Buttons for Parting.........The buttons are flattened by a hammer weighing about 7 Ibs., with a convex, face, on an anvil kept quite bright and clean and used for this purpose only. A. heavy blow-is first delivered on the middle of the button, the diameter of which is thereby increased to nearly that of a threepenny piece. Two lighter blows are then given on opposite sides of the disc so as to elongate it, giving it the form shown at h, Fig. 220.
After being annealed in the iron tray,/, Fig. 21!), which is placed in the muffle by the tool, <y, and left until it is red hot, the flattened buttons are passed in succession through a pair of jeweller's adjusting rolls which are used for this purpose only, and are kept dean and bright. The oil is removed as completely as possible from the rolls before they are used, as otherwise the first fillets come out thinner than the remainder. The rolls are adjusted
1  Priiisep, Phil. Tntm. Hoy. ,S'or., 1828, p. 71).
2  Roberts-Austen and Rose, Proc. Itot/. >sV;r., 11102, 71, !<»'_?.
3  Rose, J. Chcm.. KM. , 1893, 63, 707.

